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Finnish Supreme Administrative Court decisions: even in case of ‘final losses’ no
cross-border group contribution possible

On 31 December 2007, the Finnish Supreme Administrative Court (“SAC”) handed down two
decisions on cross-border group contributions:

1) Decision SAC 2007:93 concerned the Oy AA case, which was referred to the ECJ and on
which the ECJ passed judgment (C-231/05) on 18 July 2007. The Finnish Supreme
Administrative Court followed the ECJ’s judgment and the deductibility of group contributions
in Finland was therefore denied.

2) Decision SAC 2007:92 concerned another case on cross-border group contributions,
which follows the same arguments as used in Oy AA yet it also includes so-called "final
losses", similar to those at hand in Case C-446/03 (Marks & Spencer). The Supreme
Administrative Court decided that a cross-border group contribution is not deductible in
Finland under circumstances similar to those in Marks & Spencer.

The second case concerned a Finnish parent company which held all shares in a UK sister
company through two intermediate (holding) companies. The Finnish parent company also
held shares in a Finnish company, K Oy. The UK sister company had (capital) losses which it
was unable to utilise against any (capital) gain created in the UK by the company itself or
other group company. K Oy was trying to give a group contribution to its UK sister company,
which had so-called “final losses”, but the Finnish tax authorities refused to accept the
deduction of this contribution.

The Supreme Administrative Court decided that even though the facts in case C-231/05 (Oy
AA) did not concern so-called “final losses” (i.e. such tax losses as meant in Marks &
Spencer), a tax deduction in Finland of a group contribution to a foreign group company may
be denied in cases where losses are final. Such a denial does not infringe the EC Treaty. The
Court reached this conclusion by referring in particular to paragraphs 64 and 65 of case C-
231/05 (Oy AA).
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